RECEPTION TRAINING
TRAINING OUTLINE
Being a Receptionist is all about making the BEST first and lasting impression throughout the customer’s
communication with your organisation. You are the face / voice / primary contact for your organisation – make
every connection count!

THIS TRAINING IS OFFERED AS FOLLOWS:

•
•

Classroom Training 2 x 3 hours (7 sessions covered – see below for details)
Individual Coaching 2 x 1 hour ‘on the job’ or over the phone feedback sessions

SESSION OUTLINES:
1. WHY A RECEPTIONIST IS AS IMPORTANT AS T HE CEO.
In this session we cover WHY the Reception role is even more critical than the CEO position. When you
understand why your role is so crucial to the business success, you’ll have more of an appreciation for
your role and realise why it’s important to be the best Receptionist they’ve ever had!
2. IS RECEPTION RIGHT F OR YOU?
Not everyone can be or wants to be a frontline ‘people’ person. However if it’s something you do enjoy or
know you can enjoy with some help, guidance and training, then this is the session where we uncover
your personality and skills and set to work on maximising them to help you excel and enjoy your role even
more.
3. FIRST IMPRESSIONS CAN LAST FOREVER.
A first impression takes seconds to make and sometimes a lifetime to change! So getting it right from the
very first second is critical for you, the customer, your team, and the organisation.
In this session we cover three ways that first and lasting impressions can be made :
Face to Face / Telephone / Online chat (where applicable)
Each of those modalities have their own particular traps and tricks. We share some techniques and scripts
to ensure your first and ongoing impression to your customer and team is not just average, we’re looking
for awesome!
4. MANAGING CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION AND EXPE CTATIONS
The best first impression gets you off to a great start, but your relationship with your customer goes
longer and deeper and always needs to be handled with care. We all know that the best form of
advertising is word of mouth so when we impress one customer, it leads to referrals and
recommendations – and that’s great for business.

5. MANAGING OVERLOAD AND OVERWHELM!
Serving one customer at a time is in an ideal world, but life wasn’t mean to be ideal or we wouldn’t grow
our expertise so in this session we cover prioritising. With a customer at the counter, calls coming through
at the same time and even perhaps a Chat window needing attention… who do we deal with first? And
how do we ensure the others aren’t neglected? This session covers a number of different scenarios,
suggestions and scripts to help you keep calm and carry on.
6. CONFLICT RESOLUTION & MANAGING MISTAKES
It doesn’t matter how awesome you are, there’s going to be times when a customer is hard to please or
you (as a human!) make a mistake. In this session we show you how to turn the problem into an
opportunity. In most cases when the conflict or mistake is handled in the right manner, with the right
attitude, you can recover and sometimes even improve the customer relationship and their experience
with your organisation.
7. EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
In this final session we put on our ‘creative’ thinking to help you discover ways you can exceed
expectations even more for your customers and colleagues. When you love your role and excel in it you
will get great feedback and appreciation which helps you rise up your personal ‘fulfilment’ ladder – and
often the corporate ladder!

AT THE END OF THIS COURSE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Make the very best first impression
More confidently overcome or avoid conflict
Manage multiple customer interactions politely and professionally
Manage priorities with pizazz
Increase your productivity with less stress
Enjoy your reception role much more!

FOR ALL ENQUIRIES AND BOOKINGS CONTACT:
Your personal coach and trainer: Rachel Barnes
Rachel Barnes has been training and coaching employees, business owners,
property investors and Real Estate Professionals for many years. Working her
way through a number of career roles from Reception to Executive Manager,
Business Owner, Property Investor and ‘freelance’ Coach and Trainer, Rachel is
currently exploring more of Australia and offering Staff Performance and
Productivity Training in her travels under the YB12 program as well as her own
personal training programs.
Email : Rachel@RachelBarnes.com.au

PH: 0415 175 210

